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~ 3. In order to form a better judgment of the. v~lue f~un~ 
for the quadrupole moment of oxygen we must stIll Illveshgate 
whether the mag~etir attraction between the paramagnetic oxygen 
molecules contributes considerably to B. In this case the quadru
pole moment ought to be smaller tban ths value fonnd above wit? 
neglect of Ihis attraction. Calclliation proves however that tlllS 

is not tbe case. 
Accol'ding to WEI8S and PrcCAHD 1) oxygen should possess 14 

magnetorf;s pel' molecule. Tbis involves a magnetic moment of the 

O.-molecule 

[1- ~- 2,6 X 10-2°. 
In Comm. Leiden Su ppl. nO. 25 ~ 4: has been shown th at 

[1- = 9,47 X 10-19 should be required in order to explain the molecular 
attraction. The real magnetic moment has only i!r of th is value. 
Taking into considel'ation, th at the statistically remaining molecular 
attraction is proportional to [1-4, we see that the contl'ibution of thc 
magnetic moment to the molecular ath'action noes not come into 

consideration here. 
~ 4. We must ex pressly point out that the calculations of this 

communication (as weil as those for H" Leiden Suppl. nO. 39) are 
based on the supposition th at the molecules collide as solid spheres 
with constant diameter. If this were not the case and if the behaviol~r 
at a collision should cOI'l'espond to a value of (J depending on the 
tempel'ature, this would become manifest in B by tel'ms also depend
ing on 1'. The dependency of B on T would then no longel' be 
due to molecular attraction exclusively as in this Comm. For the 
same reason the values of the quadrupole moments would possibly 

have to be altel'ed considerably. 

1) P. WE/SS and A. PICC.ARD. C. R. 155 (1912), p. 1 ~)34. 

Physics. - "The cohesiOl~ fOl'ces in the theol'y of VAN DEH WAALS". 

By Prof. W. H. KEESOM. (Communication W. 6b from the 

Ilaboratol'y of Physics and Physical Chemistry of t he Veteri

nary College at Utrecht). Communicated by Prof. KAMEHLINGH 

ONNES). 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 27, 1920). 

~ :1. Tnt1·oduction. DJ<JnIJE 1) has recently shown in an important 
paper on the cohesion forceR in the theory of VAN DER W HLS that 
these may be explained in th is way that one molecule in tbe field 
of neighbolll'ing molecules obtains a bipole moment, and that because 
of Ihis bipole moment it is attl'acted by the induring molecule. 
DEBIJI, considered especially those gases the moleeules of which 
possess no spontaneous bipoie moment. In the calculation he assumed 
that the field of the molecules eould be treated in fil'st approximation 
as that of a quadrllpole. Evidently neigbboUt'ing molecules wil1 influerice 
their mutual direction in such a way that the rases of attraction 
are more frequent than those of repulsion. In a pl'eliminary orientating 
calculation the mean mutnal attl'action of the molecules due to theil' 
own qlladrupole moment WitS neg-Iected. In fact, this wiIl be allowed, 
as was al ready remarked by DEBIJE, fOI' suf:ficiently high temperatures. 
Then thismean attraction vanisbes namely as the beat movement 
hinders the directing influences of tlle molecules mutuaIly. 

On the other hand we bave shown (Comm. I-ieiden Suppl. N°. 39a)~) 
that the molecular attraction in hydl'ogen, at least as far as to the 
second virial coef:ficient, may be explained by the circumstance that 
those molecules possess a quadrupole moment, while a contributiOll 
to the attraction due to the mobility of theelectr'ons in the molecules 
was neglected. In fact, DEBIJE remarks rightly that in the calcula.tion 
of the molecular attraction we shall have to attend to the atlraction 
of the molecules mntually because of Ihei1' qua,drupole moments as 
weIl as to that especially treated by DEBIJE and due to the pola,risa
bility of the molecules in an electric. field. 

In this paper we shall discuss prineipallythe influence of the 

1) P. DEBIJE, Physilc Z.S. 21 (1920), p. 178. 
2) These Proceedings, vol. 18, p. 636, See also W. H. KEES OM ond Miss C. 

VAN LEEUWEN, these Proceedings, Vol. XVIII, N0, p. 1568. 
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molecl1lar attraction on the equation of state, confining ourselves to 
the second virial coefficient. 

Now we may ask which of the two mentioned contributions to 
the attraction ~ill have the greatest influence on the second virial 
coefficient at the temperatures for which the meaSlll'ements on the 
equation of state ware made. It will apvear that for these tempera
tllres the inflllence of the molecular attl'action in B is principally 
dne to the spontaneous quadL'Upole moments of the molecules. 

~ 2. Preliminarv orientation. For shol'tness sake we shall denote 
b.r the name "quadrllpole attl'action" the contribution to the attraction 
due fo the spontaneous quadrnpole moments and by the name 
"indnced attraction" the part dne to the forces exeded by the qua
drupoles on the bipoles that are induced in the molecules. In the 
same way we shall speak of "quadrupole terms" for the terms in 
the second virial coefficient dne to the qnadmpole attraction and 
of "induced terms" for those caused by the indllced attraction. 

Between them this important difference exists, that at high tem w 

peratures the ql1adrupole terms became propol'tional to 1'-2, 
while the induced terms become proportional to 1'-1. 

This comes to the same as saying that the VAN mJR WAALS attrac
tion force in the case of quadmpole attraction becomes prop0l'tlonal 
fo 7'-1, whereas in the case of induced attraction they become constant. 

Now it has been shown al ready (Leiden SuppI. N°. 39a. See Fig. 
2 there and comp. also Leiden Suppl. N°, 39c § 3) that for hydrogen 
the second virial coefficient behaves more in agreement with the 
hypothesis of qlladrllpole attraction than with that aw = const., as 
wOllld be demanded for high temperatnres because of the induced . 
attraction. Therefol'e we may evidently expect that at least for 
hydrogen, the quadl'upole terms prevail. 

We may compare the values derived by DEBIJE for the quadrllpole mo
ment under the assumption that for high temperatures the induced attrac
tion has only ta be considered, with the qlladrupole moment found in 
Leiden Suppl. N°. 39a for hydrogen. This comparison is in agreement 
with the above concIusion. For hydrogen DEBIJE finds (tabie I l.c.) 3,20 X 
10-26, while in the Leiden Suppl. N°. 39a a quadrupole moment of 
2,03 X 10-26 hus been shown to give already a quadrnpole attrac
Hon sufficient to explain the ex perimentally fonnd equation of state. 
The first of the quadrupole terms being pl'oportional to the fourth 
power of the quadl'upole moment, the quadrupole moments of 
DEBIJE would therefore give a quadrupoie attraction that would be 
far too great. 
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Tha same conclusion is reached for oxygen and nitrogen, lhe 
quadrupole moments of which have been caiculated in the preceding 
paper (Uomm. nO. 6a) with negiect of the induced attraction: 

O2 : DEBIJE: 11,2 X 10-26 , Comm. N°. 6a: 3,55 X 10-26 

.N! : 13,:; X " 3,86 " 
The concl Hsion that the q uadrupole attraction for these gas es 

exceeds the induced attraction is confirmed when in the calculation 
of lhe second vil'ial coefficient the induced attraction is also attended 
to. This has been done in § 3. 

~ 3. The second virial coefficient for spherical pola1'isable quadru
pole molecules. We suppose the state of polarisation of tbe molecules 
(displacements of the electrons from their positions or paths of 
equilibrium) to be at each moment in cOl'l'espondence with the field 
that sUl'l'ounda the molecule at that moment. Further the molecule 
to be isotropically polarisable, 130 tbat the indueed bi po Ie moment 
has the direction of the electric field }IJ and is eql1al to 

i(.ll = aE. . . . (1) 
The index 1 indicates here that we have to do with a bipole 

moment, while both here and fmther on quantities with tbe index 
i are due to the electl'ostatic induction. 

'I'he enel'gy of the induced bipolein the field E (compare DEBIJE 

l.c.) is: 
1 

--aE'. 
2 

(2) 

When the induced bipole is placed at a point P of the field of 
a wnal quadrupole A with quadl'upole moment (.l, (Fig. :i), in such 
a way that PA makes the angle & with the axis of the quadl'u
pole, we fiud for the energy of the induced bipole 

9 af.tt' I . 4 .a +- 4 4 nl - - -. stn u - cos u . 2 ,,8 
(3) 

Tha calculation of the second virial coefficient may be analogous 
to that of Leiden Suppl. N°. 39a ~ 2. A pair of molecules that may 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
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be eonsidered as lying in their mutual sphel'es of action wiIlbe 
eharacterized again by the dis/anee r of their centres, the angles 
&1 and (J. of the quadl'upole étxes with the line eonneeting the 

een tres ancl by the angle Ij! (see Fig. 2). Tbe energy of this pair 
will be obtained by aclding to the quadrupole term given in tbe 
cited paper: 

3 fl • 
qUbl = -- -+ 11 - 5 cos' (JI - 5 cos' (J,-- 15 cos' (JI cos' (J. + 

4 r 

+ 2 (4 cos &1 cos (J. + sin (JI sin A. cos rp)' I (4) 

the induced term: 

9 afl • 
iUbl = -"8 --;'s'-lsin 4 (J 1 -j sin 4 O. + 4 cos 4 (J 1 + 4 cos' (J.l (5) 

Still a term might be added, due to the fOt'ces exerted by the 
two induced bipoles on each other. Tbis term would contain a'. 
Fot' the moment we shall however omit tel'lns with (x'. 

From Ijeiden Suppl. N°. 39a we take the notations 

3 {J.' . 
t, = - -, 6 = diameter of the molecule, 

4 6 6 (6) 

where fol' shoriness sake v wil1 be written for ql', this being the 
potential enel'gy of the pair of molecules when in contact with the 
mentioned (I.e.) direetions of t!le quétdrupole axes for the case th at 
only the quadrl1pole attraetion is taken into consideration. 

Further 

where 

when 
IJ!' = A + B co., Ij! + C cos 2 rp . 

A = 2 (1-3 cos' al) (1 -3 cos·(J.) 

.B = 1 6 sin (JI IJQS (J I sin (J. C08 (J. 

C = I!?:n' (JI sin' (J., 

We now introdIlee 

\ 

( 

X = sin4 BI + sin' (J.+ 4 cos 4 al + 4 cos' B. 

Then we have 
3 a6 5 

jUbl = -,- "2 v 7 x. 

The second vitÎal coefiieient beeomes 

B =~ n(~ n6
U 

- pI) 
with 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(U) 

(12) 
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J'" J" f~J2rr( ---h u -h. u ) pi = , e q bJ 1 bJ - 1 r' sin &1 sin B, dr dBI d(J. dep. (13) 

• 0 0 0 

Developing into a series of ascending f)ûwel's of h, with neglect 
of terms with a' etc., we find PIlo be split up into: 

P' = qPI + jP', . (14) 

where "P' may be taken from Leiden Suppl. N°. 39a. Aftel' inte
gration with respect 10 r we find: 

7T rr 2rr 

P' = ~ ahl)ffJx \ 1 - ~ klJ lF+ ~(hv)'1fH J sinBl .sinB.d(Jld&.dcp.(15) 
20 I 21 3! ~ 

000 

Performing this integration we obtain 

P' = :Jl"OB ~--, hv 1 _, .. _- (hv)' 16 a ! 16 
I 5 . OB . I 15 .. j , (16) 

and then I) 

1 4 12 a I 16 j 
iB = - "2 n. 3" :Tt'CJ

8
-5 Ga . hl.' 1 1 + 15 (hv)·,... (17) 

These terms added to gB of thc ljeiden Suppl. N°. 39a finally 
give: 

1 4 I 
B ="2 n. a Jf68 I 1 -- 1,0667 (lw)' + 0,1741 (hl')· ... --

- 2,4 a hv [1 + 1,067 (/m)· . .. ] ~ (18) 
(j3 ) 

§ 4. Conclusions, In the first place wemay remark, that fol' a 
stl'ong validity of the law of eorresponding states the same value of 
a 
.-- would be required for different gases. 
Ol 

With DmBIJE we derive the value of a fl'orn the molecular l'efrac
t{on (Po) fol' Jo = 00, wbile the vallles of (J are taken from the 
Leiden Sllppl. N°. 39a fol' H., from the preceding Comrnl1nieation 
(N°. 6a) for O. and for N., In this way we obtain: 

.. _-. ,', 

Po 
0:: 

fT --
fT3 

hydrogen 2,03 2,32 X 10--8 0,0640 

oxygen 3,98 2,65 
" 

0,0842 

nitrogen 4,34 2,98 
" 

0,0646 

1) The first term of this result corresponds to a value for the VAN DER WAALS 
attraction constant a that perfertly agrees with that given by DEBlJE (I. c. 
equation (18)). 
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For hydrogen we have th en : 

] 4 I 
B = 2" n '"3 !T6

1 j 1 - 1,0667 (hv)' + 0,1741 (hV)8 . '. --

- 0,1536 hl' - 0,1638 (hV)8 ... I. (19) . I 
Fot' nitrogen the last row of terms is only slightly different, for 

oxygen somewbat more. 

The values of (j nsed here being derived feom calculations in 
which the induced attraction has not been attended to, this expl'ession 
for B may be regal'ded as a fil'st step only in a series of sacceeding 
approximations. In the Leiden Supplement N°. 39a, the vallle of 
Itv in the .JouU~-KELVIN point of inversion has been calculated starting 
from eqation (19). When we wished to do this here, we shollld 
first have to derive still some terms for the "induced part" of B. 
Aftel' this the experimental values of Tinv(p=O) and Binv would give 
us corrected values fol' l' and 6. We may expect tbe alteI'ation 
of 6 in consequence of this corl'ection to be l'ather small, so thai also 
the change of equation (19) due to it will be not considel'able. 

In this communication we wil! howevel' con fine ourselves to tbc 
following statemen t: A com parison of the terms in q uestion shows 
that at least fol' the mentioned gas es, unless the temperatlll'e be 
very high, the "quadrupole aUmction" has considel'ably more in
tluence in B than the "induced attraction". For gases as tbe above 
the cohesion forces introduced by VAN DER W AHS into the equation 
of state may therefore be ascl'ibed principally to the fOl'ces exerted 
by the molecules on each other because of their quadrupole moments 

Mathematics. ~ "lntuitionistisclte Mengenlehre" 1). Hy Prof. L. E. J. 
BROVWER. 

(Communicated at the meeting of December 18, 1920.) 

Im folgenden gebe ich ei11e I'eferiel'ende Einleitung Zll den 
beiden Teilen der Abhandlung: ,,13egründung de1' Mengenlelwe un
ab!tängig vom logisclwn Satz vom ausgescltlossenen Dritten", welche 
icb im Novembel' 1917 bzw. Oktober 1918 del' Akademie vOl'gelegt 
habe. 

Seit 1907 habe ich in mehl'el'en Schriften ') die beiden folgenden 
Thesen verteidigt: 

1. dass das Kompreltensionsaxiom, anf Gl'und dessen alle Dinge, 
welche ei ne bestimmle Eigenschaft besitzen, za einer Menge vereinigt 
werden (auch in del' ibm spätel' van ZERMJi;LO gegebenen beschl'änkteren 
Farm 3)) ZUl' Begründnng del' Mengenleht'e unzuläBsig bzw. unbrauchbar 
sei und nul' in einer lcomtTuktiven Mengen~etinition ai ne zuverlässige 
Hasis der lVlathematik gefunden werden könne; 

11. dass das von HILBEH'l' 1900 formulierte A.viom von del' LösbaJ'· 
keit je des Problems 4) mit dem logisclten Satz vom ausgeschlossenen 
Dl'itten äqllivalent sei, mithin, weil fül' das genannte Axiom kain 

1) Unter demselben Titel ist ein im wesentlichen gleichlautemler Aufsatz im Bd. 28 
(1920) des Jahresberichtes der Deutschen Mathematiker-Vereinigung erschienen. 

2) V gJ. • Over de grondslagen der wiskunde", Inauguraldissertation Amsterdam 
1907, besonders aueh die beigefügten Thesen; • De onbetrouwbaarheid der logische 
principes", Tijdschrift voor wijsbegeerte 2 (1908), abgedruckt in " Wiskunde, waar
heid, werkelijkheid", Groningen 1919; "Over de grondslagen der wiskunde", 
N. Archief v. Wisk. (2) 8 (1908); Besprechung van MANNOURY, .Methodologisches 
und Philosophisches ZUl' Elementarmathemattk", N. Archief v. Wisk. (2) \) (1910); 
.Inlttitionisme en Formalisme", Antrittsrede Amsterdam 1912, abgedruckt in 
• Wiskunde, waarhe'id, werkelijkheid", obengenannt; Jntuitionism and forma
lism", Amer. Bull. 20 (1913); Bespreclmng van SCHOENFLIES-HAHN, . • Die Ent
wickelung der Mengenlehre und ihrer Anwendungen", Jahresbel'. d. D. M.-V,23 
(1914); ,Addenda en corrigenda over de grondslagen der wiskunde", Vers\. Kon. 
Akad_ v. Wetensch. Amsterdam 25 (1917), abgedruckt in N. Archief v Wisk. (2) 
12 (1918). 

3) Vgl. Math. Ann. 65, S. 263. 
'~) Vgl. z. B. Archiv d. Math. u, Phys, (3) I, S. 52, Nach der hier geäusserten 

Ansicht HILBERTS entspricht das Af'.iom einer van jedem Mathematiker geteilten 
Uebel'zeugung. In seinem neulich in Malh. Ann. 78 abgedruckten Vortrag " Axio
matisches Denken" stellt er jedoch auf S. 412 die Frage nach der Lösbarkeit 




